Books with the “DBC” prefix are available on BARD (Braille and Audio Reading Download) and on cartridge. Books with the “MDB” prefix are only available on cartridge.

**FICTION**

600 Hours of Edward: A Novel, Edward Series #1 by Craig Lancaster (2009) 8 hours, 46 minutes, Family and Disability Fiction.  **DBC 738**

A Gift to Share: The Story of Moritz by Barry J. Schieber (2005) 10 minutes, Juvenile Fiction, Animals.  **DBC 1254**

Allison’s Grandfather by Linda Peavy (1981) 15 minutes, Juvenile Fiction, Family Fiction.  **DBC 13656**

Annie: The Cabin in the Woods; From Slavery to a Montana Homestead by Lenore McKelvey Puhek (2009) 5 hours, 27 minutes, Historical Fiction.  **MDB 1011**

A Peaceful Mind: Travels with Moritz by Barry J. Schieber (2007) 12 minutes, Juvenile Fiction, Animals.  **DBC 1256**

Arvada Jones and the Orphans of the Trail by Les Wayne (1982) 5 hours, 35 minutes, Western-Stories Fiction, Violence.  **DBC 13646**

As Shadows on the Hills by Dorothy Weston Larson (1978) 3 hours, 21 minutes, Historical Fiction, Romance.  **DBC 1246**

Badlands Justice by Dan Cushman (1951) 6 hours, Western Stories-Fiction.  **MDB 103**

The Banker’s Bones by Margaret Scherf (1968) 4 hours, 29 minutes, Mystery.  **MDB 196**

The Beautiful Birthday Cake by Margaret Scherf (1971) 4 hours, 21 minutes, Mystery, Some Strong Language.  **DBC 753**
Bedtime Stories for Kids from 1-100 by Mable Badgett (2001) 1 hour, 15 minutes, Essays.  

The Big It by A. B. Guthrie, Jr. (1960) 4 hours, 10 minutes, Short Stories, Western Stories-Fiction.  


Blind Your Ponies by Gordon Stanley West (2001) 18 hours, 45 minutes, Sports Fiction.  

Blood Knot: Stories by Pete Fromm by Pete Fromm (1998) 4 hours, 34 minutes, Short Stories, Recreation-Outdoors.  

Bloody Merchant’s War, Valediction for Revenge #22 by Roland Cheek (2002) 9 hours, 47 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  

Bob Hampton of Placer by Randall Parrish (1909) 9 hours, 11 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  

The Body on the Floor of the Rotunda by Jim Moore (2013) 11 hours, 35 minutes, Mystery.  


Buster Midnight’s Café by Sandra Dallas (1990) 8 hours, 2 minutes, General Fiction.  

To Cache a Millionaire by Margaret Scherf (1972) 4 hours, 17 minutes, Mystery.  


The Case of the Kippered Corpse by Margaret Scherf (1941) 7 hours, Mystery.  

The Cautious Overshoes by Margaret Scherf (1956) 5 hours, 2 minutes, Mystery.  

The Chili Queen: A Novel by Sandra Dallas (2002) 8 hours, 4 minutes, Historical Fiction, Some Violence.
**Chinook** by Woody Laughnan (2003) 7 hours, 55 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction, Strong Language, Explicit Descriptions of Sex.  **MDB 1038**

**The Coming Storm, Heirs of Montana Series #2** by Tracie Peterson (2004) 12 hours, 51 minutes, Historical Fiction, Romance.  **DBC 1237**

**The Convenient Coward** by Kenneth Shiflet (1961) 11 hours, 41 minutes, War Stories Fiction.  **MDB 886**


**Crimson Creek: A Novel of the Early West** by Robert McCaig (1963) 5 hours, 27 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  **MDB 387**

**Crisis on the Stinking Water, Valediction for Revenge #5** by Roland Cheek (2004) 7 hours, 19 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  **MDB 1004**

**Cupid** by Robert Sims Reid (1991) 7 hours, 43 minutes, Mystery.  **MDB 686**

**Curve of the World** by Marcus Stevens (2002) 8 hours, 3 minutes, Adventure Fiction.  **MDB 754**

**Dakota, Lola Wicks Series #2** by Gwen Florio (2014) 8 hours, 27 minutes, Mystery, Strong Language, Violence, Descriptions of Sex.  **DBC 1207**

**Deadly Indian Summer** by Leonard Schonberg (1997) 6 hours, 59 minutes, Suspense Thriller, Strong Language, Descriptions of Sex.  **MDB 741**

**Death Al Dente: A Food Lovers’ Village Mystery Series #1** by Leslie Budewitz (2013) 9 hours, 1 minute, Mystery-Amateur/Cozy.  **DBC 744**

**The Devil’s Saddle** by Norman A. Fox (1948) 6 hours, 53 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  **MDB 815**

**The Diplomat and the Gold Piano** by Margaret Scherf (1963) 4 hours, 50 minutes, Mystery.  **MDB 48**

**Disgraced, Lola Wicks Series #3** by Gwen Florio (2016) 8 hours, 51 minutes, Mystery, Strong Language, Violence, Some Descriptions of Sex.  **DBC 1220**

**The Dogged and the Damned: One Soldier’s War at Home** by Roland Cheek (2009) 15 hours, 20 minutes, War Stories Fiction, Strong Language.  **MDB 1024**
Don’t Wake Me While I’m Driving by Margaret Scherf (1977) 4 hours, 35 minutes, Mystery.  MDB 1058

Dr. Norton’s Wife by Mildred Walker (1938) 7 hours, 6 minutes, Romance.  MDB 87

Eagle Feather for a Crow by Alice Durland Ryniker (1980) 1 hour, 33 minutes, Native American Interests, Grades 3 – 6.  DBC10127

Echoes of Vengeance: Valediction for Revenge #1 by Roland Cheek (2002) 7 hours, 49 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  MDB 683

Edward Adrift, Edward Series #2 by Craig Lancaster (2013) 8 hours, 45 minutes, Family and Disability Fiction, Strong Language, Some Descriptions of Sex.  MDB 2033

 Ember and His Friends on the Mountain by John Willard (1985) 45 minutes, Juvenile Fiction, Animals, Grades 4 – 7.  DBC13631


The Flood Girls by Richard Fifield (2016) 11 hours, 37 minutes, General Fiction, Humorous Fiction, Strong Language, Some Descriptions of Sex.  DBC 1223

The Flood of ’64 by David Long (1987) 9 hours, 35 minutes, Short Stories.  MDB 7

Forever Friends: The Journey of Two Families from Civil War Virginia to Montana Territory 1860-1868 by Lenore McKelvey Puhek (2011) 11 hours, 13 minutes, Historical Fiction, Romance.  DBC 731

From Dust and Ashes: A Story of Liberation by Tricia Goyer (2003) 10 hours, 26 minutes, Historical Fiction.  MDB 865

Ghost of Spirit Bear by Ben Mikaelsen (2008) 3 hours, 48 minutes, Growing-Up Stories, Young Adult Fiction.  MDB 1002

Ghostly Hoofbeats by Norman A. Fox (1952) 5 hours, 10 minutes, Wester Stories-Fiction.  DBC 13669

Glass on the Stairs by Margaret Scherf (1954) 5 hours, 2 minutes, Mystery.  DBC 1247

Goodbye, Old Dry by Dan Cushman (1959) 7 hours, 16 minutes, General Fiction.  MDB 695
The Grand and the Glorious by Dan Cushman (1963) 6 hours, 20 minutes, General Fiction. **MDB 745**

The Greatest Cattle Drive by Paul L. Wellman (1964) 3 hours, 28 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction. **MDB 769**

Green Plaid Pants by Margaret Scherf (1951) 5 hours, 52 minutes, Mystery. **MDB 23**

Growing an Inch by Stanley Gordon West (2003) 8 hours, 51 minutes, General Fiction. **MDB 873**

Gunnar’s Mine, Valediction for Revenge #4 by Roland Cheek (2003) 9 hours, 32 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction. **MDB 998**

Half in Love by Maile Meloy (2002) 4 hours, 6 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction, Short Stories, Some Strong Language. **MDB 771**

The Home Place by Carrie La Seur (2014) 10 hours, 5 minutes, Mystery, Some Violence, Some Descriptions of Sex, Strong Language. **DBC 10154**

The Hope Within, Heirs of Montana #4 by Tracie Peterson (2005) 13 hours, 7 minutes, Historical Fiction, Romance. **DBC 1239**

In Open Spaces, Arbuckle Series #1 by Russell Rowland (2002) 12 hours, 29 minutes, General Fiction, Strong Language, Descriptions of Sex. **MDB 988**

Indian Paul by John Moore (1945) 4 hours, 2 minutes, Mystery. **MDB 715**

Jewel of the Java Sea by Dan Cushman (1999) 5 hours, 34 minutes, Mystery, Romance, Some Violence. **MDB 692**

Judicial Body by Margaret Scherf (1957) 4 hours, 55 minutes, Mystery. **MDB 43**

Kilkenny by Louis L’Amour (1954) 6 hours, 22 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction. **MDB 1054**

King of the Mountain by Pete Fromm (1994) 5 hours, 49 minutes, Recreation-Outdoors, Short Stories. **MDB 690**

Land of My Heart, Heirs of Montana #1 by Tracie Peterson (2004) 13 hours, 58 minutes, Historical Fiction, Romance. **DBC 1236**

The Last Centennial by Patricia Kilina (1971) 15 hours, 18 minutes, Native American Interests, Western Stories-Fiction, Strong Language, Descriptions of Sex, Violence. **MDB 875**

Legacy: A Novel by Leonard Schonberg (2002) 10 hours, 38 minutes, Historical Fiction, Strong Language, Descriptions of Sex, Violence. **MDB 792**

Legends of the Fall by Jim Harrison (1979) 8 hours, 17 minutes, Short Stories, Historical Fiction, Strong Language, Descriptions of Sex, Violence. **DBC 1242**

The Limits of Mercy: Ezra Riley Trilogy #3 by John L. Moore (1996) 14 hours, 38 minutes, Religious Fiction. **MDB 1059**

Lincoln County Crucible, Valediction for Revenge #3 by Roland Cheek (2003) 9 hours, 31 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction. **MDB 753**

Lodestar by Sarie MacKay (2006) 13 hours, 55 minutes, Historical Fiction. **MDB 1019**

The Lonesome Trail by B. M. Bower (1909) 5 hours, 28 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction. **MDB 254**

Lonesome Land by B. M. Bower (1912) 6 hours, 51 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction. **MDB 717**


Mile High, Mile Deep by Richard K. O’Malley (1971) 8 hours, 40 minutes, Historical Fiction. **DBC 13623**

Montana, Lola Wicks Series #1 by Gwen Florio (2013) 8 hours, 11 minutes, Mystery, Some Strong Language, Some Descriptions of Sex, Some Violence. **DBC 1202**

Montana Skies by Ann Bell (1995) 18 hours, 40 minutes, Romance, Four Complete Novels. **MDB 962**

Montana Spring by Janette Blackwell (2002) 8 hours, 15 minutes, Mystery. **MDB 808**

Morgen’s War by Leonard Schonberg (2005) 8 hours, 22 minutes, General Fiction, Some Strong Language, Descriptions of Sex, Violence. **MDB 827**
Morning Light (Lige Mounts: Free Trapper) by Frank B. Linderman (1930) 10 hours, 33 minutes, Pioneer & Frontier Fiction, Violence.  MDB 840

Murder in the Senior Manor by Kathryn Braund (2011) 6 hours, 28 minutes, Mystery.  MDB 1037

Murder Makes Me Nervous by Margaret Scherf (1952) 6 hours, 17 minutes, Mystery, Some Strong Language.  DBC 734

Murder on Angler’s Island by Helen Reilly (1945) 7 hours, 28 minutes, Mystery.  MDB 1047

My Russian by Deirdre McNamer (1999) 8 hours, 12 minutes, Mystery.  MDB 687

Never Turn Your Back by Margaret Scherf (1959) 5 hours, 45 minutes, Mystery.  MDB 767

Night Passage by Norman A. Fox (1955) 6 hours, 17 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  MDB 88

The Old Copper Collar by Dan Cushman (1957) 5 hours, 41 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  MDB 86

The Orange Tree by Mildred Walker (2006) 10 hours, 49 minutes, General Fiction.  DBC 1234

The Pass by Thomas Savage (1944) 10 hours, 30 minutes, Western Stories.  MDB 768

Painted Horses by Malcolm Brooks (2014) 13 hours, 30 minutes, Historical Fiction, Some Strong Language, Descriptions of Sex, Violence.  DBC 1222

Photographs from Eaden: A Montana Story by Brad Bergum (2008) 9 hours, 4 minutes, Family Fiction, Sports Fiction, Strong Language.  DBC 739

Power Switch by Patrick C. Lee (2012) 14 hours, 16 minutes, Mystery, Some Strong Language, Some Descriptions of Sex, Some Violence.  MDB 2019

The Quest of the Fish-Dog Skin by James Willard Schultz (1984) 4 hours, 19 minutes, Historical Fiction, Native American Interests.  MDB 11

Rawhide Rawlins Stories and More Rawhides by Charles M. Russell (1946) 3 hours, 45 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  MDB 678
Reservations by Gwen Florio (2017) 9 hours, 28 minutes, Mystery, Strong Language, Some Violence.  **DBC 1231**

Return of the Buffaloes by Paul Goble (1996) 18 minutes, Juvenile Fiction, Native American Interests.  **DBC 1250**

Ride the Jawbone by Jim Moore (2011) 8 hours, 25 minutes, Mystery.  **MDB 2016**

The Ripper from Rawhide by Dan Cushman (1952) 6 hour, 37 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction, Humorous Fiction.  **MDB 102**

The River’s Edge: Libby Townsend Meagher and Thomas Francis Meagher, Their Love Story by Lenore McKelvey Puhek (2006) 8 hours, 16 minutes, Historical Fiction.  **MDB 880**

Rock Springs Stories by Richard Ford (1987) 6 hours, 50 minutes, General Fiction, Short Stories.  **DBC 13613**

Rope the Wind by Norman A. Fox (1958) 5 hours, 40 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  **DBC 13672**

Sand by Will James (1929) 8 hours, 25 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  **MDB 790**

Saving Miss Julie by Stan Lynde (2004) 5 hours, 30 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  **MDB 956**

Scorpion: A Good Bad Horse by Will James (1936) 5 hours, 41 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction, Animals.  **MDB 53**

Seaman’s Journal: On the Trail with Lewis and Clark by Patricia Reeder Eubank (2002) 17 minutes, Animals, Historical Fiction, Preschool – Grade 2.  **DBC 10105**

Shadow on the Ridge by Norman A. Fox (1988) 6 hours, 25 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  **DBC 13654**

Shadow Riders of the Yellowstone by Les Savage (1951) 5 hours, 29 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  **MDB 758**


The Silver Yoke, Valediction for Revenge #6 by Roland Cheek (2004) 10 hours, 25 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  **MDB 1010**
Skinner at the International by Del Lonnquist (2010) 5 hours, 23 minutes, Humorous Fiction.  **MDB 1032**

The Southwest Corner by Mildred Walker (1951) 2 hours, 26 minutes, Family Fiction.  **DBC 1260**

Sweet Shattered Dreams by Stanley Gordon West (2005) 13 hours, 31 minutes, General Fiction.  **MDB 947**

That Callahan Spunk! By Francis Ames (1965) 8 hours, 15 minutes, Historical Fiction.  **DBC 13635**

They Rode the Shining Hills by Norman A. Fox (1968) 6 hours, 42 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  **MDB 885**

This Is What I Want by Craig Lancaster (2015) 8 hours, 52 minutes, General Fiction.  **DBC 1225**

Thorson of Thunder Gulch by Norman A. Fox (1945) 7 hours, 5 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  **MDB 813**

To Dream Anew, Heirs of Montana #3 by Tracie Peterson (2004) 12 hours, 47 minutes, Historical Fiction, Romance.  **DBC 1238**

Twelve Quiet Men: A Historical Novel of the Vigilante Raids of 1883-1885 in Montana and Dakota Territory by Michael Edward Little (2003) 9 hours, 21 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  **MDB 876**

Unless the Wind Turns by Mildred Walker (1974) 5 hours, 13 minutes, Family Fiction.  **MDB 450**

Until They Bring the Stretchers Back by Stanley Gordon West (1997) 8 hours, 41 minutes, General Fiction.  **MDB 848**

The Valiant Ones by Norman A. Fox (1957) 7 hours, 40 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  **MDB 888**

Vigilante Moon: A Novel of Old Montana by Stan Lynde (2002) 10 hours, 4 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  **MDB 949**

Walk Gently This Good Earth by Margaret Craven (1977) 4 hours, 15 minutes, Family Fiction.  **MDB 871**
The Watershed Years: A Novel, Arbuckle Series #2 by Russell Rowland (2007) 6 hours, 29 minutes, General Fiction, Strong Language, Violence.  **MDB 981**

**We Are Not in This Together** by William Kittredge (1984) 4 hours, 35 minutes, Short Stories, General Fiction, Descriptions of Sex.  **DBC 14286**

**West of Omaha** by Les Wayne Merha (1981) 4 hours, Western Stories-Fiction, Violence.  **DBC 13648**

**What Love Sees** by Susan Vreeland (1988) 14 hours, 18 minutes, Family Fiction.  **DBC 1226**

**The White Land** by William Dieter (1970) 7 hours, 11 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction.  **MDB 842**

**Wild Montana Sky** by Debra Holland (2012) 8 hours, 46 minutes, Romance, Some Strong Language, Some Violence.  **DBC 746**

**Winter Wheat** by Mildred Walker (1944) 10 hours, 53 minutes, Romance.  **MDB 36**

**Wolf and the Winds** by Frank B. Linderman (1986) 7 hours, 49 minutes, Historical Fiction, Native American Interests.  **MDB 18**

**Yellowstone Kelly** by Clay Fisher (1957) 8 hours, 13 minutes, Western Stories-Fiction, Native American Interests.  **MDB 675**